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Abstract
A Stereo vision based CNN Tracker for a person following robot is
introduced. The robot follows the human in real time in a dynamic
environment using a CNN which is trained online from scratch. Our
Robot can follow the human under challenging situations - pose
changes,
illumination
changes,
appearance
changes,
wearing/removing a jacket/backpack, exchanging jackets, etc. The
robot can follow the target even when the target is transiently not
seen in the scene. A stereo dataset is also built.

Introduction
 Person Following robots have many
application such as autonomous carts in
grocery stores, personal guides in
hospitals, or airports for autonomous
suitcases.

 Dataset built at Lassonde Building at York University.
 Our Dataset has 11 different places (as shown in Fig.
5). 9 Indoor and 2 outdoor places
Fig. 3. 3D Search region for test set. (a) candidate test patches in 2D region
(based on a sliding window approach), (b) search region with respect to depth, (c)
pixels in black are with ± α meters from the previous depth. If black pixels are less
than 65% of the patch, the patch is bad, else, it is a good patch . The number 65%
is chosen experimentally as this covers the human body completely in most of the
cases. According to (c), the red and blue patches in (a) are bad patches, the green,
pink, and yellow patches are good patches

 11 long sequences exist with each sequence having
atleast 2000 frames and up-to 12000 frames

 Localization and Target pose estimated to compute local path of
the target. (Fig. 4a) Local path replicated when robot cannot see
the target (Fig. 4b)

 Frame rate: 20 fps and captured at a resolution of
640 by 480 using the Bumblebee stereo camera and
672 by 376 using the ZED Stereo camera

 Dataset built using 2 different stereo cameras Point
Grey Bumblebee 2 Stereo Camera and ZED stereo
camera.

Experimental Results

 A CNN based tracker is proposed [2]
which runs at 20fps and is trained online
from scratch; the robot follows the target
(human) in dynamic environments.
 Our approach generalizes to not only Fig. 1. Robot being used
humans but to any object following task. for
person
following
Object needs to be known a priori.
behavior
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Fig. 4. (a) Target Pose Estimation (b) Target Path Replication
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 A novel extensive stereo dataset is built for the task of person
following robots.
 A Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) Controller is used to follow
the target by the robot.
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Fig. 2. Three CNN Models: Model 1 takes a 4 channel RGBSD image as
input, Model 2 takes a RGB and SD image as input. Model 3 takes only a RGB
image.
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Fig 6 Precision Plots: comparison of our trackers with different
tracking algorithms SOAB [1], OAB [5], ASE [3], DS-KCF [4]

 3 different CNN models are proposed to track the given target.
(Fig. 2). Each CNN is trained from scratch. The kernels are
initialized with random weights.
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 Our CNNs do not require any pre-training on any existing
dataset.
SOAB

 Initial Training Set Selection: User needs to stand at a prespecified distance in a bounding box for the training to begin.
During the first few seconds, the initial training is done. Human
is the positive class and the background patches form the
negative class.

Fig 7. Performance of our approach against other stereo
vision based trackers.
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